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Abstract
The learnability of the class of exclusive-or expansions based on monotone DNF formulas is
investigated. The class consists of the formulas of the form f=f1  fd, where f1>   >fd
are monotone DNF formulas. It is shown that any Boolean function can be represented as
a formula in this class, and that the representation in the simplest form is unique. Learning
algorithms that learn such formulas using various queries are presented: An algorithm with subset
and superset queries and one with membership and equivalence queries are given. The former can
learn any formula in the class, while the latter is proved to learn formulas of constant depth, i.e.,
formulas represented as exclusive-or of a constant number of monotone DNF formulas. In spite
of the seemingly strong restriction of the depth being constant, the class of formulas of constant
depth includes functions with very high complexity in terms of DNF and CNF representations,
so the latter algorithm could learn Boolean functions signicantly complex otherwise represented.
c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Learning DNF formulas is one of the most important problems and has been widely
investigated. Although many positive and negative results have been shown under var-
ious restrictions on formulas, it remains open whether (unrestricted) DNF formulas
are learnable or not in various learning models. This contrasts to the fact, due to
Angluin, that monotone DNF formulas have a very simple learning algorithm with
membership and equivalence queries [1]. Angluin’s algorithm is so general that it can
be applied to learn any monotone concept over any partially ordered set. Bshouty
used this strong tool to build learning algorithms for broader classes of Boolean func-
tions [2, 3]. In particular, he showed that any Boolean function can be \decomposed"
somehow into monotone functions, so that Angluin’s algorithm can be applied to each
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monotone function of the decomposition. When only examples, generated according to
some probability distribution, are allowed to be used, some sophisticated techniques
are required for learning [8, 5].
In this paper, we introduce, as another kind of decomposition, a notion of exclusive-
or expansions based on monotone DNF formulas and investigate the learnability of the
class of the formulas in the query learning model. The exclusive-or expansion takes
the form f1      fd, where f1>   >fd are monotone DNF formulas (MDNF for
short), where fi>fi+1 implies that fi 6=fi+1 and fi(v)>fi+1(v) for all v. The size
of this representation is dened as the sum of the sizes of the constituent monotone
DNF formulas. The integer d is referred to as the depth of the expansion. The class
of such formulas is denoted by
L
MDNF. The expansion was previously observed in
[9], where the expansion was only applied to a function with a constant number of
variables.
First we investigate the basic properties of the formulas as well as its power of
representing functions. We show that any Boolean function can be represented as anL
MDNF formula uniquely when no redundant monotone term is allowed to appear.
Furthermore, the representation of the exclusive-or expansion can be computed in time
polynomial in the size of the function table. These are nice properties that neither
DNF formulas nor decision trees have. We have not yet succeeded to relate the size
of
L
MDNF formulas with that of another kind of formulas such as DNF and CNF
formulas in general setting. We only nd
L
MDNF formulas of depth 2 whose DNF
and CNF sizes are both exponential in the size of the
L
MDNF formula. This means
that some
L
MDNF formulas can have much stronger representation power compared
to DNF and CNF formulas.
Next we investigate the learnability of the class of
L
MDNF formulas under various
queries. The class
L
MDNF is shown to be learnable using subset and superset queries.
When formulas are restricted to
L
MDNF formulas of constant depth, i.e., formulas
represented as exclusive-or of a constant number of monotone DNF formulas, the class
of such formulas is shown to be learnable using membership and equivalence queries.
Since there exist
L
MDNF formulas of constant depth which have high complexity in
terms of DNF and CNF formulas, our learning algorithm could learn Boolean functions
signicantly complex otherwise represented, which are hard to be learned for any
learning algorithm based on representation given as DNF and CNF formulas.
In Section 2, we explain notations used in this paper. In Section 3, we introduce
the notion of exclusive-or expansions based on monotone DNF formulas and show
some properties of the class. In Section 4, we give
L
MDNF formulas which have
exponential size complexities in terms of both DNF and CNF formulas. After giving
the learning model in Section 5, we show in the subsequent two sections the learning
algorithm for
L
MDNF formulas using subset and superset queries and the one forL
MDNF formulas of constant depth using membership and equivalence queries.
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2. Preliminaries
For a vector v in f0; 1gn and an integer 16i6n, the ith component of v is denoted
by v(i). We can think of f0; 1gn as a partially ordered set, in which for vectors v and
v0; v6v0 if v(i)6v0(i) for any 16i6n, and v<v0 if v6v0 and v 6= v0. Especially, let
v<1v0 mean that v<v0 and the Hamming distance between v and v0 is 1. For any
vectors v and v0 in f0; 1gn, let v _ v0 denote the vector obtained by taking bitwise or
of v and v0. That is, v _ v0=(v(1)_ v0(1); : : : ; v(n)_ v0(n)). Similarly, we can think of
the set of Boolean functions of n variables as a partially ordered set with the usual
partial relation: For Boolean functions f and f0; f6f0 if f(v)6f0(v) for any v in
f0; 1gn. TRUE and FALSE denote constant functions that take identically value 1 and 0,
respectively. The n Boolean variables are denoted by x1; : : : ; xn. A literal is a variable
xi or its negation xi. Especially, we call xi and xi a positive and a negative literal,
respectively. A conjunction of literals is called a term. In particular, a term consisting
of only positive literals is called a monotone term. For a vector v in f0; 1gn; v denotes
the monotone term dened as
v=
V
i:v(i)=1
xi:
We adopt the convention that 0n =TRUE. For V f0; 1gn, let Min(V ) denote the set
of all the minimal vectors in V . That is, v2Min(V ) if and only if v2V and for any
w<v; w =2V .
For a Boolean function f, the monotone extension of f, denoted by mon(f), is the
minimal monotone Boolean function that is greater or equal to f. That is, mon(f)=
minfg j g is monotone and g>fg. In other words, for any v in f0; 1gn,
mon(f)(v)=

1 if 9 v06v; f(v0)= 1;
0 otherwise;
The notion of the monotone extension of a Boolean function was also introduced in [2]
to show that any Boolean function f can be represented as
V
a2f0;1gn mon(fa), where
fa(v)f(v  a). Note that the function mon(f) can be represented as the following
monotone DNF formula:
mon(f)=
W
v2Min(f−1(1))
v:
3. XOR-Expansion based on monotone DNF formulas
In this section, we introduce a notion of XOR-expansions based on monotone DNF
formulas and show some properties of this class. First we give the denition.
Denition 1. An XOR-expansion based on monotone DNF formulas f is a Boolean
formula of the form
f=f1  f2      fd;
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where f1; : : : ; fd are monotone DNF formulas such that f1>f2>   >fd. The integer
d is called the depth of f. The size of f is the sum of the number of terms of fi for
16i6d.
In what follows, we simply refer to an XOR-expansion based on monotone DNF
formulas as an
L
MDNF formula. Note that, since fi>fi+1 for any i, an
L
MDNF
formula f described in the above denition can also be represented as the nested
dierences of monotone DNF formulas, i.e., f=(f1 − (f2 −    − (fn−1 − fn)   )).
Helmbold, Sloan and Warmuth showed that for any class of concepts that is PAC
learnable and closed under intersections, the nested dierences of the class are also
PAC learnable [6]. The condition that a class is closed under intersection requires that
AND of any formulas in the class has size not much larger than those of its constituent
formulas when the resulting formula is represented as a formula in the class. Since
monotone DNF formulas (MDNF formulas, for short) are not closed under intersection
in this sense, we cannot immediately conclude that the nested dierences of MDNF
are PAC learnable even if we allow membership queries so that the class of MDNF
becomes learnable.L
MDNF formulas, as well as DNF and CNF formulas, have universality of rep-
resenting Boolean functions. That is, any Boolean function can be represented as anL
MDNF formula. Moreover, unlike DNF and CNF formulas, the
L
MDNF formula
representing a Boolean function is unique when no redundant monotone term is al-
lowed to appear. Furthermore the shortest representation of the exclusive-or expansion
can be computed in time O(n2n), which is almost linear in the size of the function
table. First we show in a constructive way that any Boolean function has an
L
MDNF
formula.
Proposition 2. Let f be any Boolean function of n variables. Dene the sequence of
Boolean functions fi and gi for i>1 inductively as follows. Let g0 =f and for i>1,
dene
fi=mon(gi−1)
and
gi=mon(gi−1) ^ gi−1:
Then; there exists a d6n+1 such that gd−1 6=FALSE and gd=FALSE. Moreover;
f=f1      fd and f1>   >fd hold.
Proof. First, we show that there exists a d6n+1 such that gd=FALSE. Note that if
we choose the least such d, we have gd−1 6=FALSE as well. Assume on the contrary
that gd 6=FALSE for any d6n+1. Since gn+1 6=FALSE, we can choose a vector vn+1
such that gn+1(vn+1)= 1. Whenever a vector vi satisfying gi is given, there must exist
a vector vi−1<vi satisfying gi−1 because gi=mon(gi−1) ^ gi−1 for any 06i6n + 1.
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In this way, we can inductively choose n + 2 decreasing vectors vn+1>vn>   >v0
from f0; 1gn, a contradiction.
Next, we show that f=
L
16i6d fi. Since mon(gi−1)>gi−1, mon(gi−1) ^ gi−1 =
FALSE. So, gi can be equivalently represented as gi=mon(gi−1)  gi−1 =fi  gi−1.
Applying these equations inductively, we have gi=ff1  fi. Since gd=FALSE,
we have f L16i6d fi=FALSE, or equivalently f=L16i6d fi.
Finally, we show fi>fi+1 for 16i<d. Fix 16i<d arbitrarily. Suppose that fi+1(v)
= 1 for some v in f0; 1gn. Since fi+1 =mon(gi), there exists a w6v such that gi(w)= 1.
Since gi=mon(gi−1) ^ gi−16mon(gi−1), this implies fi(w)=mon(gi−1)(w)= 1, and
since fi is monotone, this also implies fi(v)= 1. So, we have fi>fi+1. In order to
show fi>fi+1, it remains to show there exists a v such that fi(v)= 1 and fi+1(v)= 0.
Since gi−1 6=FALSE, there exists a minimal v such that gi−1(v)= 1. That is, for any
w<v; gi−1(w)= 0. This implies that for any w<v; mon(gi−1)(w)= 0. Combining
this with the fact that gi−1(v)= 0, we have gi(w)=mon(gi−1)(w) ^ gi−1(w)= 0 for
any w6v, and hence fi+1(v)=mon(gi)(v)= 0. On the other hand, it is clear that
fi(v)=mon(gi−1)(v)= 1.
From the proposition above, we can also show the uniqueness of the
L
MDNF
expression as follows. Suppose that a Boolean function f is represented as an
L
MDNF
formula f=
L
16i6d0 f
0
i . Since f
0
1>   >f0d0 , we have f01 =mon(f), which turns out
to be f1 in the proposition. Moreover, we also have
L
26i6d f
0
i =f
0
1f=mon(f)^ f,
which is g1. So, a simple induction shows that f0i =fi for any i.
Let f=
L
16i6d fi be an
L
MDNF formula. Then, for any v in f0; 1gn, there
exists an 06i6d such that f1(v)=   fi(v)= 1 and fi+1(v)=    =fd(v)= 0 since
f1>   >fd. (Note that the value f(v) is determined by the parity of such i.) We
say that such a v is in the ith layer of f. Let Lf; i denote the set of all vectors in the
ith layer of f. In what follows, we simply write Li omitting the subscript f unless
confusion arises. It is clear that the domain f0; 1gn can be partitioned into d+1 layers
L0; : : : ; Ld so that f takes the same value (the parity of i) in each layer and the opposite
value in any neighboring layers. It is interesting to note that the set Min(Li) consists
of the vectors v such that v is a prime implicant of fi because any minimal vector
in Li is a minimal vector satisfying fi, and vice versa. So, using the minimal vectors
in Li, we can write fi as fi=
W
v2Min(Li) v. Note that Min(L0)= f0ng if f(0n)= 0
and L0 = ; otherwise. In the latter case, Min(L1)= f0ng and f1 =TRUE. Therefore, it
suces to nd the set
S
16i6dMin(Li) which species f. Note that the size of the set
is just the size of f.
Example 3. Let f= x1x3 _ x2x4 _ x1 x4. Then f has the
L
MDNF expression
f=(x1 _ x2x4) (x1x4) (x1x2x4 _ x1x3x4):
The formula f consists of 4 layers and the minimal vectors in each layer are Min(L0)
= f0000g;Min(L1)= f1000; 0101g;Min(L2)= f1001g andMin(L3)= f1101; 1011g, re-
spectively. The size of f is 5.
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Using the fact that f takes the distinct values in any neighboring layers, we can
characterize the vectors in Li in terms of the number of the alternation of the val-
ues of f through a path from 0n to the vectors. For u and v (u6v), an alternating
path from u to v is a sequence of vectors u=w1<   <wl= v such that for any
16i<l; f(wi) 6=f(wi+1) holds. The length of the path is dened to be l.
Proposition 4. Let f be an
L
MDNF formula. Then; a vector v is in the ith layer
of f if and only if the length of a maximal alternating path from 0n to v is i+ 1 if
f(0n)= 0 and is i otherwise.
Proof. We only consider the case that f(0n)= 0. The other case can be proved simi-
larly.
Suppose that v is in the ith layer Li. Let wi= v. Since fi−1>fi; fi−1(wi)= 1, which
implies that there exists a prime implicant wi−1 of fi−1 for some vector wi−16wi.
Since wi−1 is in Li−1; fi−1(wi−1)= 1, whereas fi(wi−1)= 0. Therefore, wi−1<v. In
this way, we can choose wi−2; : : : ; w1 so that each wj is in Lj. So, the value f(wj)
is just the parity of j. Moreover, since f(w1)= 1 and f(0n)= 0 by assumption, the
sequence 0n<w1<   <wi is an alternating path from 0n to v with length i+ 1. The
length i+1 is maximal because no path from 0n to v can go through Lj for any j>i.
It is straightforward to show that the converse also holds, completing the proof.
Using the characterization above, we can design an ecient procedure to construct anL
MDNF formula from a given Boolean function. Fix a vector v. Let w be a vector
w<1v in the largest layer below v and suppose that w is in the ith layer. That is,
w2Li and for any w0<1v; w0 2Lj for some j6i. Then, the proposition above implies
that v2Li if f(v)=f(w) and v2Li+1 otherwise. Note in the second case that v is a
minimal vector in Li+1. So, which layer v belongs to (and whether v is minimal) can
be easily determined in an increasing order for all v in the partially ordered set f0; 1gn.
It is easy to see that the procedure takes time O(n2n).
4. Complexity of
L
MDNF
We have shown that the
L
MDNF formulas have nice property that, given a Boolean
function, the simplest formula representing the function can be computed, in general,
much faster than the simplest form of DNF and CNF formulas. In this section, we
explore the representation power of
L
MDNF formulas compared with other represen-
tation classes such as DNF, CNF and circuits.
First, we show that the size complexity based on
L
MDNF formulas is incomparable
with those based on DNF and CNF formulas. In fact, the following propositions say
that there exist DNF formulas with a few terms that have exponentially large sizes inL
MDNF expression, and
L
MDNF formulas with a few monotone terms that have
exponentially large sizes in both DNF and CNF expression.
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Proposition 5. Let n be even and f be a DNF formula of n variables dened as
f= x1 x2 _ x3 x4 _    _ xn−1 xn. Note that the number of terms is n=2. Then; the size
of its
L
MDNF expression is (n=2 + 2)2n=2−1 − 1.
Proof. Let f1      fd denote the
L
MDNF expression of f. Since fi can be
represented as
W
v2Min(Li) v for each i, it suces to count the cardinalities of all
Min(Li)’s to obtain the size of f. For vector v in f0; 1gn, dividing v into n=2 pairs
of bits, we have the equivalent vector in f00; 01; 10; 11gn=2 denoted by v0. That is,
v0(j)= (v(2j − 1); v(2j))2f0; 1g2 for 16j6n=2. Note that f(v)= 1 if and only if v
contains at least one pair of 10.
Using the fact that Min(Li) consists of the minimal vectors v such that f(v) 6=f(w)
for some w<v in Min(Li−1), we can show by a simple induction that for even
i; Min(Li) is the set of all the vectors composed of i=2 pairs of 11 and the remaining
pairs of 00. Similarly, for odd i, Min(Li) is the set of all the vectors composed of
(i−1)=2 pairs of 11, one pair of 10 and the remaining pairs of 00. That is, for even i,
Min(Li)=

v2f0; 1gn j v2f00; 11gn=2; j fj j v0(j)= 11g j = i=2}
and for odd i,
Min(Li)=

v2f0; 1gn j v0 2f00; 10; 11gn=2;9w<1v; w2Min(Li−1)
}
:
A simple calculation shows that the cardinality of Min(Li) is
(n=2
i=2

for even i and
(n=2 − (i − 1)=2)( n=2(i−1)=2 for odd i, respectively. Summing these up to n, we have
(n=2 + 2)2n=2−1 − 1, completing the proof.
The proposition exhibits weakness of
L
MDNF formulas in representing functions.
However, the function f dened in the proposition has the CNF expression as large
as the
L
MDNF expression. It is conjectured that the size of any
L
MDNF formula
for a function is polynomial in the larger size of the DNF and the CNF expressions
for the function.
On the other hand, an
L
MDNF formula may have much stronger representation
power than both DNF and CNF expressions even if we restrict the depth of theL
MDNF formula to a constant.
Proposition 6. Let n be a multiple of 4 and f be an
L
MDNF formula of n variables
dened as f=(x1x2+x3x4+  +xn−1xn)(x1x2x3x4+x5x6x7x8+  +xn−3xn−2xn−1xn).
Note that the size and the depth of f is 3n=4 and 2; respectively. Then; the size of
the smallest DNF expression of f is at least 2n=2 and the size of the smallest CNF
expression of f is n=4 + 2n=2.
Proof. We can show that a prime implicant of f is of the form x2j−1x2j xi1    xin=4 ,
where i1 2f1; 2; 3; 4g; i2 2f5; 6; 7; 8g; : : : ; in=4 2fn− 3; n− 2; n− 1; ng and 2j−1; 2j2
f1; : : : ; ngnfi1; : : : ; in=4g. Let V be the set of vectors v such that there exist i1 2f1; 2; 3; 4g;
i2 2f5; 6; 7; 8g; : : : ; in=4 2fn−3; n−2; n−1; ng such that v(k)= 0 if and only if k 2fi1; : : : ;
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in=4g, where 16k6n. Note that any v in V satises f and the size of V is 4n=4 = 2n=2.
It is clear that no prime implicant of f is satised by any two distinct vectors v and
v0 in V . So, the number of essential prime implicants of f is at least the size of V ,
which implies that the number of terms of the DNF expression of f is at least 2n=2.
For the CNF expression of f, it suces to consider the DNF expression of f.
Let f1 and f2 denote the monotone DNF formulas corresponding to the rst and the
second layers, respectively, i.e., f=f1  f2. Using the fact that f1>f2, we have
f= f1 _ f2. Clearly, f1 has the DNF expression with 2n=2 terms and f2 has the one
with n=4 terms. Examining carefully the DNF formula obtained, we can show that any
term is an essential prime implicant of f. Therefore, the number of clauses of the CNF
expression of f is n=4 + 2n=2.
Proposition 6 immediately implies that the class of
L
MDNF formulas cannot be
eciently learnable in terms of DNF or CNF formulas.
Before closing the section, we would like to point out that the depth of an
L
MDNF
formula f is closely related to the number of NEGATION gates required to compute
f by a circuit. Here, we consider circuits consisting of unbounded fan-in AND and OR
gates together with NEGATION gates with fan-in one. By Proposition 4, the depth of
an
L
MDNF formula f turns out to be the length of a maximal alternating path from
0n to 1n. Markov called this length the sign-variability of f and showed that for any
Boolean function f with sign-variability d; b(d)−1 NEGATION gates are necessary
and sucient to compute f, where b(d)= dlog2(d + 1)e denotes the number of bits
in the binary representation of d [7]. In other words,
L
MDNF formulas with depth
d can have more representation power than circuits with b(d)−2 NEGATION gates,
whereas they can be computed by a circuit with one more NEGATION gate. For anL
MDNF formula with depth d; a circuit with b(d)−1 NEGATION gates to compute
f is explicitly given by Markov. The construction entails only a linear blowup in size.
Proposition 7 (Markov [7]). Let f be an
L
MDNF formula with size s and depth
d. Then; no circuit with less than b(d)−1 NEGATION gates computes f; and there
exists a circuit to compute f with size O(s) including b(d)−1 NEGATION gates
and depth O(log d).
This proposition implies that polynomial size
L
MDNF formulas is in AC1.
5. Learning model
In this paper, we follow the standard terminologies in the query learning model. Let
f be a target formula. A learning algorithm for f asks queries to the environment
many times to obtain partial information concerning f. Through the interaction, the
algorithm tries to identify a formula h that is equivalent to f. The formula h is called
a hypothesis. Among a variety of queries we consider membership, equivalence, subset
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and superset queries. In the following, let us identify each query with an oracle that
replies to the query. A membership query, denoted MQ, when invoked with a vector
v from the learning algorithm, replies the value f(v). An equivalence query, denoted
EQ, when invoked with a formula h, replies \yes" if h is equivalent to f and a coun-
terexample v (f(v) 6= h(v)) otherwise. A subset query, denoted SubQ, when invoked
with a formula h, replies \yes" if h6f and a counterexample v (f(v)= 0; h(v)= 1)
otherwise. A superset query, denoted SupQ, when invoked with a formula h, replies
\yes" if h>f and a counterexample v (f(v)= 1; h(v)= 0) otherwise. Note that any
subset (superset, resp.) query always replies a negative (positive, resp.) counterexample
unless exhausted.
6. Learning
L
MDNF formulas with subset and superset queries
Recall that the
L
MDNF formula of a Boolean function is inductively dened in a
bottom-up manner. More precisely, if f=f1    fd is the target
L
MDNF for-
mula, then fi is dened in terms of f1; : : : ; fi−1, i.e., fi=mon(f1    fi−1f).
(See the proof of Proposition 2.) Let h0 denote FALSE and for any 16i6d let hi
denote the formula f1    fi. Then, fi=mon(hi−1f) and hi= hi−1fi. These
equations imply that if hi−1 is known and the formula mon(hi−1f) is inferable
from queries, then hi can be obtained. Applying this process d times, we have hd=f.
So, in order to show that
L
MDNF formulas are learnable, it suces to show that
mon(hi−1f) is inferable from queries. In this section, we show that mon(hi−1f)
is inferable from subset and superset queries.
First, we show that for any Boolean function g, mon(g) is inferable using only
superset queries.
Lemma 8. Let g be an
L
MDNF formula of n variables. Then; there exists an
algorithm that uses superset queries for g and outputs mon(g) in time O(n2s); where
s is the size of mon(g) in DNF expression.
We rst show in Fig. 1 the algorithm MON that uses superset queries for any g to
infer mon(g). The algorithm is a trivial extension of the well-known algorithm used
to learn monotone DNF formulas [1], and the similar one was shown in [2]. So we
omit the proof of its correctness. Note that although we use a membership query in the
algorithm for simplicity, we can compensate it with a superset query as follows. For
a vector v, we can easily construct an
L
MDNF formula that identically takes value 1
except at v. Clearly such
L
MDNF formula is greater than or equal to g if and only
if g(v)= 0. For instance, consider a vector v=(11 100). Then, g(v)= 0 if and only if
TRUE (x1x2x3) (x1x2x3x4 _ x1x2x3x5)>g. This implies that any membership queries
can be replaced by a superset query with
L
MDNF formula of size at most n. Note
also that the algorithm MON infers mon(g) with one-sided error. In other words, for any
intermediate hypothesis h of MON, h6mon(g) holds.
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Procedure MON(SupQ)
begin
h := FALSE;
until(SupQ(h) = \yes") do
begin
assume that SupQ(h) returns v 2 f0; 1gn; fg(v) = 1; h(v) = 0g
while(9v0<1v;MQ(v0) = 1)
let v be such a vector v0;
h := h _ v;
end;
output h;
end.
Fig. 1. Algorithm MON.
It remains to show how to simulate superset queries for hi−1f using subset and
superset queries for f. Here, we can take advantage of the fact that any intermediate
hypothesis h0 with which MON invokes a superset query for hi−1f has one-sided
error, i.e.,
h06mon(hi−1f)=fi:
So, if h0(v)= 1, then fi(v)= 1 and hence f1(v)=    =fi−1(v)= 1, which implies
hi−1(v)= 0 if i is odd and hi−1(v)= 1 otherwise. Therefore, if i is odd, h0 ^ hi−1 =
FALSE and if i is even, h06hi−1. Moreover, it is easy to see that for any odd i,
hi−16f and for any even i, hi−1>f. Therefore, if i is odd, the condition h0>hi−1f
is equivalent to the condition h0 hi−1>f, while if i is even, the condition h0>hi−1
f is equivalent to the condition h0 hi−16f. So, depending on whether i is odd or
even, we can use SubQ(h0 hi−1) or SupQ(h0 hi−1) to examine h0>hi−1f. Hence,
we have the following theorem.
Theorem 9. There exists a learning algorithm such that for any
L
MDNF formula
f of n variables, using subset and superset queries, it outputs f in time O(n2s), where
s is the size of f.
The learning algorithm INCLUSION{EXCLUSION for
L
MDNF formulas is shown
in Fig. 2.
Unfortunately, Theorem 9 uses both subset and superset queries, which have been
shown to be too strong. In fact, Bshouty, Cleve, Kannan and Tamon pointed out that
subset and superset queries can simulate an NP-oracle and that from these queries,
the class of DNF formulas and the class of polynomial size circuits are learnable (in
expected polynomial time) [4].
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Algorithm INCLUSION-EXCLUSION
begin
h := FALSE;
i := 1;
do
f^i :=MON(SupQ’);
fHere, SupQ’(h0) returns SupQ(h h0) if i is oddg
fand SubQ(h h0) if i is even.g
h := h f^i;
i := i + 1;
until f^i=FALSE;
output h;
end.
Fig. 2. Algorithm INCLUSION{EXCLUSION.
7. Learning constant depth
L
MDNF formulas using membership and
equivalence queries
As stated in the previous section, it seems too strong to use both subset and superset
queries for learning
L
MDNF formulas. In this section, we give a very simple learning
algorithm for
L
MDNF formulas using membership and equivalence queries, together
with estimation of its computational time. In particular, the time complexity turns out
to be a polynomial in the case of constant depth
L
MDNF formulas.
The outline of the algorithm is as follows. First prepare n sets of vectors M1; : : : ; Mn,
which are initially set to be empty. The algorithm will modify Mi’s so that each Mi
denotes Min(Lh; i) for the hypothesis h. In other words, letting hi denote the monotone
DNF formula
W
v2Mi v for 16i6n, we have the current hypothesis h= h1     hn.
(Note that if Mi= ;, then let hi=FALSE.)
Then invoke an equivalence query with h, and repeat the following procedure until it
returns \yes". If the equivalence query returns a counterexample v, then nd a minimal
counterexample v0 such that v06v. Suppose that v0 is in the (i−1)th layer of h. Then
put v0 into the set Mi and delete all v>v0 out of Mi. Although Mi is intended to become
Min(Lf; i) eventually, Mi may contain garbage minimal vectors that do not appear in
Min(Lf; i), as described in Lemma 10. The detailed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
Now suppose that the target formula is f=f1    fd and let Lf; i denote the ith
layer of f. Recall that Lf; i consists of all the vectors satisfying fi but not fi+1. Dene
Min(Lf)=
S
16i6dMin(Lf; i). And similarly for Min(Lh). That is, Min(Lh)=
S
16i6n
Mi. Note that f and h are uniquely determined by Min(Lf) and Min(Lh), respectively.
The next lemma claims that the minimal counterexample v that the algorithm nds in
each iteration is represented as w _ u for some w2Mi−1 and u2Min(Lf).
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Algorithm LEARN
begin
M0 := f0ng;
M1 := M2 :=   Mn := ;;
h1 := h2 :=    hn := FALSE;
h : = FALSE;
until(EQ(h)= \yes") do
begin
let v be a counterexample of EQ(h);
while 9v0<1v; h(v0) 6= MQ(v0) do
let v be such a vector v0;
i := maxfjj9v0 2Mj; v06vg + 1; fv2Lh; i−1g
Mi : =Mi [ fvgnfv0 2Mijv0>vg;
hi : =
W
v2Mi v;
h : = h1     hn;
end;
output h;
end.
Fig. 3. Algorithm LEARN.
Before showing the lemma, we dene a notion of closure of Min(Lf). Let cl(Lf)
denote the set of all vectors obtained by taking the bitwise-or operation of some vectors
in Min(Lf) that are chosen from distinct layers. That is,
cl(Lf)=
W
i2Svi jvi 2Min(Li); S f1; : : : ; dg; S 6= ;
}
:
Lemma 10. Let f be any MDNF formula and h be an MDNF formula such
that Min(Lh) cl(Lf) and for any v0 2Min(Lh); f(v0)= h(v0). Let v be any minimal
vector such that f(v) 6= h(v). Then; there exist u2Min(Lf) and w2Min(Lh) such
that v= u _ w2 cl(Lf).
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that f(v)= 1, and hence h(v)= 0. Let us
assume that v is in the jth layer of f and in the kth layer of h. In other words,
there exist u2Min(Lf; j) and w2Min(Lh; k) such that u6v and w6v. So, u _ w6v.
Assume that u _ w<v. Then, clearly there exists a v0 such that u _ w6v0<1 v. All
vectors on any path from u to v satisfy f (because they are in the same layer of
f), while any of those on any path from w to v does not satisfy h. So v0 is still a
counterexample (f(v0)= 1 and h(v0)= 0), which contradicts the condition that v is a
minimal counterexample. So, we have v= u _ w.
It remains to show that v is also in cl(Lf). Since w2Min(Lh) cl(Lf) by assump-
tion, there exist a non-empty set S f1; : : : ; dg and wi 2Min(Lf; i) for each i2 S such
that w=
W
i2S wi. Then, it suces to show that j 62 S (actually we will show that
j>max S) because by letting wj be u we have v=
W
i2S[fjg wi 2 cl(Lf).
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Now assume to the contrary that j6max S, that is, there exists a w06w in the
jth layer of f. Since f(w)= h(w)(= 0) by the condition of the lemma, we have
f(w0)= 1; f(w)= 0 and f(v)= 1 for w0<w<v, a contradiction.
Using Lemma 10, we can easily show that at any iteration of Algorithm LEARN,
the current hypothesis h is an
L
MDNF formula with Min(Lh) cl(Lf). Suppose that
some v in cl(Lf) once appears as a minimal counterexample in Mi for some i and
then is excluded out of Mi later because of its redundancy. Note that f(v)= h(v) holds
while v stays in Mi. Moreover, suppose without loss of generality that f(v)= 1 and
hence the parity of i is odd. Recall that the value h(v) is determined by the parity of
i while v belongs to the ith layer of h. Now we claim that if v appears again as a
minimal counterexample, then we should have v2Mj for some j>i + 2. To see this,
observe at any iteration, Algorithm LEARN modies some Mk into M 0k so that for any
w2Mk , there exists a w0 2M 0k such that w06w holds. This implies that once the vector
v belongs to the ith layer of h, v will never go down to lower layer (even if v may
be excluded out of Mi). Now suppose that v appears in Mj at some iteration. In other
words, v is a minimal counterexample in the j − 1th layer of h before Mj is modied
at this iteration. Since v once belonged to the ith layer and now belongs to the j−1th
layer, we must have j−1>i. Moreover, since v is a counterexample (h(v) 6= f(v)= 1),
the parity of j−1 is even, which implies j−1 6= i. So, we have j−1>i, or equivalently
j>i + 2, completing the claim.
In this way a vector in cl(Lf) may travel from one layer to another toward the
correct layer appearing at most n=2 times. So Algorithm LEARN invokes equivalence
queries at most jcl(Lf)j(n=2) times until it halts and outputs the correct hypothesis.
In each iteration, LEARN invokes membership queries at most n2 times. Therefore, we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 11. Let f be any
L
MDNF formula of n variables. Then; Algorithm
LEARN exactly learns f in time O(n3jcl(Lf)j).
If jcl(Lf)j were bounded from above by a polynomial in n and the size of f for
any f, the theorem above says that the class of
L
MDNF formulas is polynomial
time learnable using membership and equivalence queries. Unfortunately, there exists,
however, an
L
MDNF formula such that jcl(Lf)j is exponential in the size of f.
One trivial condition for
L
MDNF formulas that makes jcl(Lf)j a polynomial is that
the depth is bounded above by a constant or the size is bounded above by O(log n).
Corollary 12. Let f be any
L
MDNF formula of n variables with size at most s
and the depth at most d. Then; Algorithm LEARN exactly learns f in time
O(n3(s=d)d).
Proof. Let f=f1    fd and let si denote the size of fi for 16i6d. Note that
s= s1+  +sd by denition. It is clear that jcl(Lf)j6s1  sd, which is maximized
when s1 =    sd= s=d.
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8. Concluding remarks
As seen in Proposition 2, an
L
MDNF formula is inductively dened so that the
ith layer of the formula is dened in terms of the (i − 1)th layer. So far we do not
know any other characterization of the layers. In other words, we do not know how
to decide whether a given vector is in the ith layer without precisely knowing the
layers below. So, it seems hard to nd a minimal vector in some layer (i.e., a vector
in Min(Lf)) by a local search using membership queries as in Algorithm LEARN.
This is why the algorithm takes time proportional to the size of cl(Lf) (Theorem 11)
rather than the size of f. A trivial way to overcome this diculty is to nd minimal
vectors in Min(Lf) in the bottom-up way as in [9]. To do so, it suces to construct
a procedure that, when given a vector v, nds a counterexample w such that w<v
(if any).
It is an interesting problem to characterize the vector in cl(Lf) as well as the vector
in Min(Lf). We conjecture that the size of Min(Lf) (or even cl(Lf)) is polynomially
related to the size of DNF and CNF formulas. If the size of cl(Lf) is bounded above
by a polynomial in the sizes of DNF and CNF expressions of f, then Algorithm
LEARN would supersede Bshouty’s algorithm based on monotone theory [2] because
our learning algorithm can learn more complex Boolean functions in terms of DNF
and CNF expressions.
For further development, we should relate the complexity of
L
MDNF formulas to
other representation classes such as DNF and CNF formulas, decision trees, decision
diagrams, circuits, and so on. In particular, we are interested in the problem of showing
how the complexity of
L
MDNF formulas is related to that of negation-limited circuits,
which was partially solved by Markov (Proposition 7).
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